Information sheet for entrepreneurs /
managers, purchasers, heads of workshops
and operations managers
Dear Business Partners
Your job is to keep your machines, your fleet as well as your company working. Our job is to
support you in doing that. Benefit from our know-how, which has been built up purposefully
since 1986.
We have not re-invented oils and lubricants, but we have developed technologies and
concepts in order not to use them as much as possible, but only as much as absolutely
necessary!
We have been perfecting application systems and products for 35 years with the aim of
achieving oil-life-time-fillings for the machines.
For the sector of hydraulic oils we can even guarantee this, of course subject to certain
conditions!

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Fully synthetic, readily biodegradable PANOLIN long-life oils
KLEENOIL Microfiltration in the by-pass
On-board oil analyses with integrated KLEENOIL ICC oil sensor
Laboratory analyses dependent on requirements in an independent oil laboratory
Observance of our application guidelines

In our view guaranteed means that we really guarantee everything we promise! This also
concerns reducing your operational costs, enhancing the functional safety and the availability
of the machines. As contemporary bonus we offer the free of charge
certification with indication of the CO2-reduction. We are looking
forward to hearing from you (please find our contact data below).
Note: We neither have an analogue nor a digital answering machine and we will never
answer your emails with a standard letter. We talk to you personally and advise you
individually!
PS: Our products and concepts, often copied, never equalled.
We are the original with the power of many years of experience and innovation. Guaranteed!
Your KLEENOIL PANOLIN AG Team

KLEENOIL PANOLIN AG
Schnötring 2-3
Tel.: +49 7751 8383-0
79804 Dogern
Fax: +49 7751 8383-29

info@kleenoil.com
www.kleenoilpanolin.com
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The technical and material components for this consist of:

